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1 INTRODUCTION
The goal of this document is to provide an account for the communication, dissemination and public
engagement strategy of the consortium in the first year of the project.
This deliverable provides updates on the previous deliverable D8.1 in which all foreseen activities were
thoroughly explained. Thus, in the present deliverable, a brief account of activities is presented.
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2 REPORTING
2.1 Scientific dissemination
The aim of the project dissemination activities is to promote the project concept and initial results to the
large European and more International R&D community and public associations, and raise opportunities for
synergy with other projects and activities. The scientific dissemination activities are associated with Task 8.2
(from M13 to M36) and has already achieved the following accomplishments:
•

SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS: The results of the first project activities have been published in international
journals and conference/workshop papers. Specifically, the members of the consortium published:
o 1 international journal
o 1 international workshop paper
o 2 abstracts at international conferences
The complete list of published research papers is the following:
o

o

o

•

Journal papers
▪ C. Rossi, M. H. Heyi, and F. Scullino. A service oriented cloud-based architecture for
mobile geolocated emergency services. Concurrency and Computation: Practice and
Experience, 29(11): 1–12, 2017. ISSN 1532-0634. doi: 10.1002/cpe.4051.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cpe.4051. e4051 cpe.4051.
International Workshop papers
▪ G. Franch, A.I. Nardelli, C. Zarbo, V. Maggio, G. Jurman, and C. Furlanello. Deep
learning for rain and lightning nowcasting forecasting techniques. In NIPS 2016
Workshop on Machine Learning for Spatiotemporal Forecasting, 2016.
Abstracts at international conferences
▪ C. Bielski, C. Whitmore, V. O’Brien, G. Zeug, M. Kalas, I. Porras, J. M. Solé, P. Gálvez,
M. Navarro, P. Nurmi, J. Kilpinen, K. Ylinen, C. Furllanelo, V. Maggio, A. Alikadic, and
C. Dolci. Improving European Wildfire Emergency Information Services. In EGU
General Assembly Conference Abstracts, volume 19 of EGU General Assembly
Conference Abstracts, page 17946, 2017.
▪ M. Navarro Abellan, I. Porras Alegre, J. Marı ́a Sole, P. Gálvez, C. Bielski, and P. Nurmi.
Forecasting European Wildfires Today and in the Future. In EGU General Assembly
Conference Abstracts, volume 19 of EGU General Assembly Conference Abstracts,
page 7924, 2017.

INVITED TALK/KEYNOTE SPEAKER: One of the partners of the consortium was invited as Keynote
Speaker by the organizers of an international workshop (the Tenth ACM MobiCom Workshop on
Challenged Networks (ACM CHANTS)). Specifically, Prof. Carla Chiasserini was invited to talk about
5G systems and the specific requirements that 5G needs to satisfy in order to effectively support
safety and emergency services in the case of natural disasters. Special attention was given to
scenarios involving mobile users and vehicles such as fire engines and ambulances.
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•

WORKSHOP PROPOSAL: To foster the discussion on ICT for emergency management, two workshop
proposals have been submitted to two international conferences. The first proposal, titled “Data
Science for Emergency Management”, is focused on data science and analytics for emergency
management, whereas the second proposal, titled “ICT Tools for Emergency Networks and Disaster
Relief”, is focused on networks, device-to-device communication, and monitoring systems in the
emergency management context. The proposals are currently under evaluation.

2.2 Communication actions
The communication strategy has been thoroughly executed to date to maximise maximize the impact of IREACT, thus enabling exploitation opportunities and project awareness among all stakeholders.
Communication actions within and beyond the consortium start from day one and are daily maintained.
The following communication actions/products have been performed/created to date:
•

VISUAL IDENTITY: A solid identity has been generated for the consortium to portray a memorable and
reputable image in all the presence of the consortium in the press, to brand all the different
technological products developed in the project. In addition, the ID has been adapted to different
formats for communication including a word template, a PowerPoint presentation, and a poster for
presentation at conferences. The user manual can be accessed at http://www.i-react.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2016/08/ireact-visual-identity.pdf.

Figure 2-1: I-REACT logo versions.

•

WEBSITE: The website is the showcase of all online communication material and is periodically
updated with information on its 8 different sections, namely Home, Project, Partners, Endusers and
advisors, Blog, Pressbook, Resources and Contact. The site can be accessed at http://i-react.eu/.
Related metrics can be found in section 3.
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Figure 2-2: Snapshot of the I-REACT web.
•

MOTION GRAPHICS VIDEO: This animation video has served as the main tool to present the project to
diverse stakeholders, ranging from end-users to citizens. The video can be accessed at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4t5ScCh6XU0. Related metrics can be found in section 3.

Figure 2-3: Snapshot of the I-REACT motion graphics.
•

INFOGRAPHIC OF THE PROJECT’S WORKFLOW: This infographic represents the relationship between the
different WPs. It can be accessed at http://52.178.145.126/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/I-REACTdescargable-negro-1.pdf.

Figure 2-4: I-REACT workflow infographics.
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•

INFOGRAPHIC OF THE PROJECT: The project infographics is a condensed representation of the project,
its processes and implications. It can be accessed
content/uploads/2016/10/I-REACT-descargable-negro-1.pdf.

at

http://i-react.eu/wp-

Figure 2-5: I-REACT workflow infographics.
•

BROCHURE

OF THE PROJECT: The project brochure has been created to have an easy-to-carry

presentation of the project for consortium members. It can be accessed at http://www.ireact.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/I-REACT-descargable-negro-1.pdf.

Figure 2-6: I-REACT workflow infographics.
•

VIDEO OF THE COLLABORATIVE ASPECT OF THE PROJECT: This video was recorded at the International User
Requirement Workshop held in Paris involving endusers, advisors and consortium members and
illustrates the collaboration between different stakeholders to tackle the challenge of disaster
reduction. The video can be accessed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkHSGIki0Is. Related
metrics can be found in section 3.
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Figure 2-7: Snapshot of the I-REACT video with endusers, advisors and partners.
•

SOCIAL NETWORKS OF THE PROJECT: These channels provide regular updates on the project progresses
and disseminate all communication efforts of the consortium. The pages can be accessed at
https://www.facebook.com/ireactEU and https://twitter.com/IREACT_EU. Related metrics can be
found in section 3.

Figure 2-8: Snapshots of the I-REACT corporate accounts.
•

SOCIAL

NETWORKS FOR AWARENESS ON DISASTERS: These channels are devoted to regularly share

information on disaster prevention, technology and climate change, targeting a general population
interested
in
these
issues.
The
pages
can
be
accessed
at
https://www.facebook.com/Ireactagainstdisasters and https://twitter.com/againstdisaster. Related
metrics can be found in section 3.
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Figure 2-9: Snapshots of the I-REACT corporate accounts.
•

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS: The available social networks have been used to launch different
campaigns throughout the project in a coordinated manner with other partners such as UNESCO to,
namely, promote the motion graphics video on International Disaster Day 2016, to promote the IREACT survey or to promote the International User Requirement Workshop video.

Figure 2-10: Snapshot of one of the tweets in the campaign on International Disaster Day 2016.
•

PRESS RELEASES AND MENTIONS: The communication office of the consortium has generated several
press releases upon important events of the consortium that were prone-to-be referenced in the
press. Thanks to this, different media at European level have referenced the work of I-REACT, with Il
Sole Ore Nova, Corriere de la Sera, ANSA or Prevention Web as notable examples. The press releases
can be accessed at http://www.i-react.eu/resources/ and the press references are collected at
http://www.i-react.eu/pressbook/. Related metrics can be found in section 3.
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Figure 2-11: Snapshots of a press release and a press article.
•

ARTICLE WRITING: In addition to promoting the project in the press, the communication office has
been placing different articles in specialised publications. In particular, two articles were published
in the newsletter of the Disaster Risk Management Knowledge Center and different articles currently
being produced for the Crisis Response journal or the Geomedia magazine. These references can be
accessed at http://www.i-react.eu/pressbook/.

Figure 2-12: Snapshots of an article published in the DRMKC newsletter (April 2017).
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•

BLOG POSTS: The blog has been used to provide information on the consortium progresses as well as
to explain the role of each partner in the project in an easy-to-understand manner. This section,
named “Within I-REACT” has received considerable attention and presents the partners and their
work with articles like “Floods of water, floods of data” or “During emergencies, reality is not
enough”. Each partner is scheduled to be covered in this section, on a monthly basis. The blog can
be accessed at http://www.i-react.eu/blog/.

Figure 2-13: Snapshot of a blog article published in the project’s blog (February 2017).
•

CONSTRUCTION OF STAKEHOLDER DATABASE: In addition to more passive means of communication, the
direct communication with stakeholders has be considered a priority in the consortium. Thus, a very
extensive study of local communities has been performed to identify those that have suffered
disasters in the past or are prone to suffering them. In those communities, relevant contacts for
media, authorities and first responders have been collected. To date, these databases have been
completed for Spain and UK, whereas those for Portugal and Italy are currently being constructed.

•

MAILING CAMPAIGNS: Upon finalisation of the databases, mailing campaigns have been performed.
The first one involved contacting UK media of sensitive communities during the flood season (April
2017) and the second one, currently being articulated, is involving contacts with Spanish media,
authorities and first responders of affected communities just prior to the summer fire season.

•

REPRESENTATION OF I-REACT AT EVENTS: The partners of the consortium have actively represented IREACT at different meetings in the last year. In addition, these events have been supported from the
communication office by providing ad-hoc materials and by disseminating the events in social media.
In the appendix, a comprehensive list of the events and participants is included.
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Figure 2-14: Representation of I-REACT at the COP22 meeting (Marrakesh, November 2016).

2.3 International cooperation
The presence of UNESCO, UN specialised organisation in Science, with the joint participation of the Regional
Bureau for Science and Culture in Europe (Venice) in synergy with the Section on Earth Sciences and GeoHazards Risk Reduction, Natural Science Sector based at the UNESCO HQs in Paris, as part of the consortium,
is enhancing the link between I-REACT technical partners and a wider community of potential users.
The following communication actions have been performed by UNESCO:
•

INTERMEDIATE

WITH DRR ORGANISATIONS AND ENDUSERS: UNESCO is performing International
cooperation functions at the basis of UNESCO mandate in DRR, though its different networks both
within and outside the organisation. In particular, the following contacts have been established:
o A first introduction of the IREACT functionalities and solutions were presented at the 30th
Meeting of the Permanent Expert Group for Flood Protection, organised in Zagreb on 10th
March by the International Sava River Basin Commission (ISRBC).

o

On the 6th April 2017, UNESCO I-REACT team had a meeting with the deputy Chief of the CPD
of Malta, stressing out the contribution of UNESCO through I-REACT project, in Small Island
States (SIS) and in particular on the opportunities disclosed to Malta by I-REACT. The Civil
Protection expressed high interest of using I-REACT derived products for Fire Risk reduction
and management.

o

I-REACT was presented by UNESCO during the COP22, that took place in Marrakech,
Morocco, from 7th to 18th November 2016. At this Conference, the UNESCO pavilion in the
civil society area of the conference venues, provides an opportunity to engage with different
stakeholders to collectively address climate change. Since climate change is playing a major
role in disasters, I-REACT is one of the projects that UNESCO has presented in Marrakech to
discuss the ideas and solutions offered by I-REACT project with experts, civil society
representatives and DRR specialists.

o

On the 5th April 2017, a presentation on “UNESCO’s mandate on DRR”, inclusive of I-REACT
project, was delivered by UNESCO team on I-REACT to 70 master students within the in-field
Course on “Disasters and Geohazard Risk Reduction”, in the framework of the master course
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on “geological Risk and civil protection” organised by the universities of Modena and Reggio
Emilia (Italy), Malta and Harokopio (Greece).
•

EVENT ORGANISATION: UNESCO has intended to provide a boost of high institutional profile to the
Project by hosting the international user requirements workshop on Increasing Resilience to Natural
hazards through Information and Communication Technology, on 14-15 September 2016 at its HQs,
in Paris. The event, which has also important dissemination functions, is at the core of the user
requirements WP2 and it attempts to facilitate the interface between I-REACT system developers
with emergency responders both at national and international level. This is in order to better design
a resilient and user-friendly system at the service of its member states and of the international
community as a whole.

•

PUBLICATION: UNESCO Regional Office for Europe is releasing on web the publication Extension of
FLOODIS system to deliver alerts and interactive maps on flooding risk/events on Mobile devices.
I-REACT project is mentioned in its conclusion as it is meant to expand the EU project FLOODIS legacy
in flood risk solution to a multi-hazard concept, leveraging on its crowd-sourcing, social media and
innovative devices related assets.

•

AMPLIFICATION: UNESCO has been engaged to use its communication channels to disseminate IREACT progresses and achievements involving the organization. This will and has been done by
leveraging the following tools:
a. UNESCO headquarters
i. Website: http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/specialthemes/disaster-risk-reduction/geohazard-risk-reduction/early-warning-systems/
ii. Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/unesco
iii. Twitter: https://twitter.com/unescoang=eng
iv. Youtube
(inclusion
of
the
I-REACT
video
in
this
selection):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USLHmwvpjX8&list=PLWuYED1WVJIMzqSXhQ
ABN8XcNu87c8Jsv
b. UNESCO Regional Bureau
i. Website: http://www.unesco.org/new/en/venice/special-themes/riskpreparedness/i-react/
ii. Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/VeniceOffice/
iii. Twitter: https://twitter.com/UNESCOVenice
iv. Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/UNESCOVeniceOffice
c. Site for the 2016 International Day for Disaster reduction:
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco/events/prizes-andcelebrations/celebrations/international-days/international-day-for-disaster-reduction2016/
d. Quarterly e-newsletter Bridges with the opportunity to disseminate the project
achievements at both European and worldwide level. Biyearly e-Newsletter Bridges: Issue
n°1, January-June 2016
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3 METRICS
At I-REACT, we collect data to gauge traffic spikes, content-related trends, and long-term growth in followers
and readership. Quantitative indicators obtained to date are included in the following table:

Communication measure

Indicator
Visits: 2,400

Website

Pages per session: 2.26
Average session duration: 2:52 min
Followers: 912
Impressions: 117,900

Project’s Twitter

Profile visits: 5787
Mentions: 387
Tweets: 185
Likes: 355

Project’s Facebook

Reach: 66,017
Page views: 837
Engagement: 2,488
Followers: 848
impressions: 90,000

Awareness Twitter

Profile visits: 5,002
Mentions: 84
Tweets: 200
Likes: 181

Awareness Facebook

Reach: 5,732
Page views: 240
Engagement: 347
Subscribers: 18
Total video views: 2,024

Youtube

Motion graphics views: 1.420
IURW Video views: 405
Presentation at the CoU: 209
3 press releases
12 references in the press to I-REACT

Press and articles

2 articles written and published at external media
11 blog articles written on issues of the project

Events

1 big event organised at UNESCO headquarters
10 events where I-REACT was represented by consortium members
Table 3-1: Indicators of the communication actions.
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The progress of the communication and dissemination actions in I-REACT is very positive given the challenge
posed by a high diversity of stakeholders and a long list of potential applications of the I-REACT project. Thus,
the strategy to maximise impact that calls for a thorough analysis and a very diverse set of actions to reach
them.
The dissemination strategy leverages on the combined expertise of the consortium to access different areas
of knowledge through publications, workshops and conference attendance. Even if Task 8.2 was not officially
started in Year 1, we already conducted some notable scientific dissemination activities. In the next months,
we plan to submit further scientific articles at reputed conferences and journals to share with the research
communities the innovative solutions designed and implemented in the I-REACT project, deliver
presentations promoting the project vision, concept and initial results and demonstrate the proposed
solutions at events/showcases/demo sessions.
The communication strategy has achieved an important competence in diverse formats, reach and scope. It
is particularly noteworthy that the social media strategy is very successful with a total of 2,296 followers
taking into account awareness and corporate accounts and a notable level of engaged users, in less than 9
months. This is, to our knowledge, unprecedented in a project like this, and we aim to leverage on this tool
to increase the interaction with followers as well as to progressively increase the community. In this sense,
the communication strategy in the next year will also involve engagement actions in the form of challenges
and surveys to increase the public participation in the project. In addition, two main lines of effort are
foreseen in the generation of training material for the use of the I-REACT system as well as in the extensive
contact of stakeholders (media, local authorities and citizens) by utilising the constructed database. Finally,
a more active interaction with the exploitation actions of the project is foreseen.
The international cooperation effort, coordinated by UNESCO has been correctly performed. In the coming
year, as part of this task, UNESCO will attend two further events of ISRBC to be held on 14-15 June in Slovenia,
to deepen the Regional Cooperation efforts of UNESCO under the I-REACT project. One of such belongs to
the project Establishment of Flood Forecasting and Warning System in the Sava River Basin (Sava FFWS),
coordinated by the Sava Commission, to overcome the fragmentation derived by of each single country’s
models, monitoring, and forecasting systems. The system will be fully operational in August 2018. The ISRBC
is keen to explore synergies among I-REACT and Sava FFWS, since the latter could become a receptive
platform to run selected modular solutions of I-REACT project, most likely I-REACT derived geo-localised
crowdsourcing services to cope with the un-tackled challenge of closing critical gaps in hydrogeological
extreme events (floods and droughts). Similar interest was expressed by WMO, who has also invited the
UNESCO Regional Office to attend the Final Conference of the 1st Phase of the project "South-East European
Multi-Hazard Early Warning Advisory System (SEE-MHEWS-A)". WMO is leading a major effort to strengthen
regional cooperation by developing MHEWS-A – consisting of information and tools for forecasters at
National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs) and harmonized national early warning systems.
WMO has expressed interest to get better reciprocal understanding of I-REACT to possibly consider new
enter points for Regional Cooperation aimed at operationalising I-REACT products and solutions at a later
stage of the project.
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Overall, this report aims to be a living document that will be periodically updated to account for the
multifaceted global strategy of the consortium in our effort to reach multiple audiences and make
stakeholders count as another partner of I-REACT.
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APPENDIX: REPRESENTATION OF I-REACT AT EVENTS
Partner

Person

Event

Date

Links

Ansur

Harald
Skinnemoen

Satellite Masters
conference, Madrid,

25-27 / 10 / 2016

http://www.satellite-mastersconference.eu/

UNESCO

Irina Pavova

COP 22

7-18 / 11 / 2016

http://www.i-react.eu/category/news/

Ansur

Harald
Skinnemoen

Humanitarian
Networks and
Partnerships Week
(HNPW) 2017, Geneva

6-10 / 02 / 2017

https://vosocc.unocha.org/GetFile.aspx?x
ml=4108dcjy_l1.html&tid=4108&laid=1

Ansur

Harald
Skinnemoen

World Mobile
Congress

27 / 02- 2/03 - 2017

https://www.mobileworldcongress.com/

ISMB

Claudio
Rossi

DRKMC event, Rome,
Italy

9-10 / 03 / 2017

http://drmkc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/partnershi
p/Science-PolicyInterface/SeminarDRMKC/Meeting2017#documents/649/list

UNESCO

Davide
Poletto

30th ISRBC PEG FP
Meeting, Zagreb,
Croatia

10 /03 /2017

Snowball
project

Antonio
Lotito

6th Plenary Meeting
SR, Brussels, Belgium

14 / 03 / 2017

ISMB

Claudio
Rossi

GEO Data Providers
workshop

20-21 / 04 / 2017

https://www.earthobservations.org/me_2
01704_dpw.php

EGU2017

23-28 / 04 / 2017

http://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/E
GU2017/session/23070

Community of Users
meeting

15 / 05 /2017

https://www.eiseverywhere.com/ehome/
231339

METEOSIM Ignasi Porras
ISMB

Claudio
Rossi
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